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YOUR WAY TO THE GRAND 

Grand Hotel Tremezzo is easily reachable from Milan, from the Swiss border  
and from all the most important international airpor ts of the area:  

Milan Malpensa, Milan Linate, Bergamo Orio al Serio and Lugano Agno.

By Plane

   Easy car rental desks are available at arrival at all the below 
airports. 

Milan Malpensa National, International 
and intercontinental flights

DRIVING DIRECTIONS 
•Take the main road SS336 following the signs for A8/E62 toward 
VARESE.
•Take the motorway and follow the sign A9 COMO-CHIASSO. 
•Take the exit A36 and then follow for A9/E35 towards COMO-
CHIASSO.
• Take the last exit before the Swiss border : LAGO DI COMO.
•Drive along the panoramic road (Strada Statale Regina SS340) 
along the shore of the lake for about 25 km. You’ll see some 
orange signs along the road indicating the distance to the Grand 
Hotel Tremezzo. 
•Once you see the TREMEZZO town sign, you’ll find the Grand 
Hotel Tremezzo on your left after about 800 mt.

Timing and distance It takes approximately 1 hour and 15 
minutes by car to reach the Hotel (80 km / 50 miles).

MALPENSA EXPRESS is the railway link between the airport to 
Como (one stop in Saronno, where it is necessary to change the 
train). Just few meters away from the Como Lago train station you 
can take the hydrofoil fast boat service to Tremezzo.
Timing Approximately 1 hour from Malpensa Airport to Como by 
train and 30 minutes from Como to the Grand Hotel Tremezzo 
either by car or by hydrofoil.

Milan Linate National, international 
and intercontinental flights

Driving directions 
Take the TANGENZIALE EST, direction VARESE / COMO-CHIASSO. 
Following always the signs for VARESE / COMO-CHIASSO, take 
first the TANGENZIALE NORD, then the A8 and finally the A9 
motorway.
•Take the last exit (LAGO DI COMO) before the Swiss border.
•After about 1 km you’ll find a roundabout, take the 3rd exit 
following the sign for MENAGGIO.
•Drive along the panoramic road (Strada Statale Regina SS340) 

along the shore of the lake for about 25 km.

•You’ll see some orange signs along the road indicating the 
distance to the Grand Hotel Tremezzo. 
•Once you see the TREMEZZO town sign, you’ll find the Grand 
Hotel Tremezzo on your left after about 800 mt.

Timing and distance It takes approximately 1 hour and half by car 
to reach the Hotel (92 km / 57 miles).

Lugano Agno International flights and 
Swiss national flights

Driving directions 
•Follow the signs for Lugano city center and then for Italy, through 
the road SS340. 
•Follow the road SS340 passing the state border between 
Switzerland and Italy. Always follow the road SS340 and when you 
get to the roundabout over Menaggio, take the second exit (A9 / 
MILANO / COMO / SONDRIO) and go straight on until Tremezzo. 
•Once you see the TREMEZZO town sign, you’ll find the Grand 
Hotel Tremezzo on your right after about 800 mt.

Timing and distance It takes approximately 50 minutes by car to 
reach the Hotel (38 km / 24 miles)

Bergamo Orio Al Serio 
National and international flights

Driving directions 
•Take the motorway A4, direction MILANO, and drive for 
approximately 50 km. Then follow the signs for A9 COMO-CHIASSO.
•Take the last exit before the Swiss border :  LAGO DI COMO.
•After about 1 km you’ll find a roundabout, take the 3rd exit 
follow the sign for MENAGGIO.
•Drive along the panoramic road (Strada Statale Regina SS340) 
along the shore of the lake for about 25 km. You’ll see some 
orange signs along the road indicating the distance to the Grand 
Hotel Tremezzo. 
•Once you see the TREMEZZO town sign, you’ll find the Grand 
Hotel Tremezzo on your left after about 800 mt.

Timing and distance It takes approximately 2 hours by car to 
reach the Hotel (120 km / 75 miles)



By Train

   All trains from Germany and Switzerland to Milan (Central 
Station) stop at Como San Giovanni station.

•From Milan Central station, trains to Como San Giovanni 
station leave approximately every hour. 
•From Milan Cadorna station – Ferrovie Nord, trains to Como 
Lago station leave approximately every 30 minutes.

It takes approximately 1 hour from Milan to Como by train and 
30 minutes from Como to the Grand Hotel Tremezzo either by 
car or by hydrofoil. To take the hydrofoil in Como, reach the pier 
just in front of Piazza Cavour.
Updated train timetables and tickets online purchaising available 
on Trenitalia website.

By Car

   From any point of depar ture, head to Milan and then follow 
the signs for the A9 motorway, connecting Milan to Switzerland, 
direction COMO-CHIASSO.
•Take the exit LAGO DI COMO (last exit before the Swiss 
border coming from Milan; first exit after the Swiss border 
coming from Switzerland).
•After about 1 km you’ll find a roundabout, take the 3rd exit 
following the sign for MENAGGIO.
•Drive along the panoramic road (Strada Statale Regina SS340) 
along the shore of the lake for about 25 km.You’ll see some 
orange signs along the road indicating the distance to the Grand 
Hotel Tremezzo. 
•Once you see the TREMEZZO town sign, you’ll find the Grand 
Hotel Tremezzo on your left after about 800 mt.

Grand Hotel Tremezzo
Via Regina, 8
22016 Tremezzina
Lake Como – Italy

TEL | +39 0344 42491
FAX | +39 0344 40201
EMAIL | info@grandhoteltremezzo.com
WEB | www.grandhoteltremezzo.com

MILAN MALPENSA 
AIRPORT

TIMING

75 min

KM

80

MILAN LINATE 
AIRPORT 90 min 92

LUGANO AGNO 
AIRPORT 50 min 38

BERGAMO ORIO AL 
SERIO AIRPORT 100 min 120

A9 MOTORWAY 
COMO LAGO EXIT 25 min 30

COMO SAN GIOVANNI 
TRAIN STATION 30 min 29

https://www.trenitalia.com

